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Architecture of the sedimentary basins in the medium and upper slope of
the Chilean subduction margin (33°30' -36°s)
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INTRODUCTION

The Chilean continental margin is a plate converge nt boundary marked by the effec ts of ac tive

subduc tio n since the Jurassic . T he C hilean forearc exhibits end -rnernbers of the d ifferent mass tran sfer modes

that occur at con vergent marg ins : a purely tecton ically erosive margin in the north (fro m Ari ca to Valp araiso) 

adjacent to the Ce ntra l Andean plate au- and an accretionary margin in the south , from Valparaiso -where the

Juan Fernandez Rid ge co llides with the continental plate- to southernmost South Am eri ca. S pecif ie patterns and

styles of deformation are rel ated to the se systems; furthermore, climatically controlled surfa ce mass tran sport is

also contrasting between the se portions of the Chilean Margin (Lohrman et al., 2001 )
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Fig./. Int erpretative section with the spa tia l the distribution of morphotectonic elements of the su bd uction zone (latitude 35°55'S).
Platfurm basin , slope basins, and trench IiIled with sediments (Cruise Report RN SO t6t-5. SPOc. 2002).

The first order geodynamic elements that control the tectonic evolution o f the rnargin are the subductio n

of the Nazca Plate underneath South America and the collision of oceanic rid ge s. Other, seco nd o rder elements,

are the nature and volume of sed iments in the trench, and the pore f1uid pressure (H ilde , 1983 ; Von Huene, 1997;

Bangs & Cande, 1997; Lohrrnan et al ., 2001) . The nature of the interaction between the factors that control the

morphology of the margin and the evolution of the marine basins of the slope and continental platforrn, are not

yet fully understood. A record of the interplay between the kinernatics associated with the deformation induced

by subduction and the basin form ation can be found along the continental margin.

The objective o f thi s work is to better understand the relationship between the convergence processes

and the tectono-sedimentary dev eloprnent of marine basins in the continental slope. With this purpose , nine

seismic sections (VG02, from 4 to 12) have been analysed. The architecture of the basin s was obtained through

the analyses of sei smic sec tions acquired offshore Chilean coast between V y X regions, by the FONDEF
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D0011104 Proj ect: Hidratos de Metano: Una nueva fuente de energfa para el s ig lo 2 1 (Figure 2). Some speci fie

examples were selected to show the geological structures, deformat ional sty le, and the location of the BSR

(Botton Simul ator Reflection), and its impl ications for the structural development of the basins .
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Fig.2. Study area with the
distribution of the scismic r éflection
lines obtained on board to the Vidal
Gormaz ship, for the Gas Hydrates
FONDEF DOOn104 Project. Sorne
segments of these profiles are
analyzed in this work.

SOME KEY FEA TURES OF THE SLOPE BASINS

The slope basins are receptacles of mass flow processes resulting from episodic destabilization of the

shelf margin and the upper slope du e to earthquakes, storms, or sea Ievel falls, mixing their deposit s with

hemipleg ies sed iment (Emery and Myers, 1996). Previous works documents ages from Miocene and mainly

Pliocene-Holocene for s lo pe basins (Gonza lez , 1989; Laursen et al., 200 2; Cruise Report SOI61-S.SPOC 2002 ).

The lithology of the slope -obta ined by dredge during scientific cruises - documents poorl y to we ll- lithified

sedimentary rocks with various degrees of deformation . This ranges from soft-sediment de form ation (f1am e

structures, con volute bedding) through brittle-ductile (claystone , sa nds to ne) response of semiconso lida ted

material to entirely brittle processes such as fractur ing , faulting and veining in highly lithified materi al (Cruise

Report SO 161-S.SPOC 2002).

Th e overall architecture of the slo pe is characterized by se vera l adjacent half-graben basin s, some of

them hanging (Figure 3). The indiv idual basins of the inner s lo pe have between 2 and 15 km wide and 200 to

600 km . thick. In some cases, there is a large s lope basin , composed by many small half-graben w ith BSR levels

localized at their base (around 0,5 to 3,5 s) . Possible expulsion vents of methane hydrates are ob served .
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Fig.3. Section of the slope
corresponding to the seismic section
VG02-8, showing the geometry of a
slope basin. Tbe accommodation space
is controUed by tectonic processes tha t
aUow the syn-kinematic deposition of
thick sequences and post kinematics
deposition. On the top of sequences
more homogeneous deposition suggests
a period when deposition was more
significant tban tectonic deformation.
An incipient post kinematic
deformation of the upper sequence
suggests the beginning of a younger
tectonic disturbance.

Fig.4. Section of the seismic reflection profile VG02·5. It show a large slope basin composed by many
hemigraben basins. The BSR level is located at the base of these hemigraben. This section also exposes
the different episodes of deformation (pre, syn and post kinematics).

The geornetry of de position on each hemigraben basin (wedge-shaped) suggests diffcrential subsidence,

synkinematic with deposition (growth strata) (Figures 3 and 4). Examination of the different seismic lines shows

different episodes of deposition; pre-kinematic, syn-kinematic, and post-kinernatic. The synkinematic deposition

has allowed the development of growth strata and deposition of thick sedimentary sequences, whose depocenter

are controlled by differential tectonic displacements on flanking faults. In these time periods tectonic

displacement on flanking faults seems to occur at higher rates than deposition. To the top, the geometry of the

sequences show that the basins tend to be filled by sediment under a period of apparent stability, represented by

homogenous deposition of the upper sequence, showing lateral continuity of sediments thickness that covers
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most of the slope. Finally , an inc ipient late deformation of the upper strata may indicate a react ivation of tectonic

processes.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary analyses of seismic lines obtained by FON DEF Project DOm1104 allowed us to identify

key features of the continental slope offshore Central Chile between 33°30 ' and 36°S. The arch itec ture of the

slope is characteri zed by many half- graben basins, controlled by differential uplift and/or warpin g of the accreted

margin . Exarnination of the different seis mic lines shows different episodes of dep osition ; pre-kinernatic, syn

kinematic and post- kinematic. The sequence record suggests periods of intense tectonic deformation that modify

and control the morphology of the slope and consequently the accommodation space . A later period shows

important sedimentation and a relative decrease in tectonic activity. At the top of ail slope sedimentary

sequences more homogeneous deposition took place, indicating a period of time when the deposition rates were

more important than tectonics. BSR (Botton Simulator Refiection) levels are locali zed at the base of the big

slope basin composed by many small hemi grabens .
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